LOKRING®
THE BEST CONNECTION
Solder-free tube connections for refrigeration and air conditioning
DO YOU STILL SOLDER...
...OR ARE YOU ALREADY LOKRINGING

DO YOU INSTALL AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS? REPAIR WHITE GOODS?
DO YOU WANT AN ADVANTAGE COMPARED TO YOUR COMPETITORS?
LOKRING, EXPERTISE FROM MORE THAN 1.000.000.000 TUBE CONNECTIONS!
YOU DECIDE!

AREAS OF APPLICATION

Areas of application for LOKRINGs include all refrigerant pipes in the areas of installation, service, original equipping of:

- Air-conditioning systems (split, multi-split, VRF, HVAC)
- Industrial product cooling
- Heat pumps
- Solar thermal systems
- Geothermal energy

ONE SYSTEM - ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES
A LOKRING® tube connection can be made without a great deal of effort. All you need is a LOKRING® tube connection, a hand assembly tool and some LOKPREP. The ergonomic hand assembly tool needs no power supply, and the patented lever mechanism requires low manual assembly force. Compare it with conventional tube connection methods for yourself, and which is why LOKRINGING is fast becoming the industry standard. Where DIY experts have their »rawl plugs« or »flex«-cut materials, you and your customers could be »lokringing« in all sorts of situations.
WITHOUT LOKRING®
COMPLICATED – UNSECURE – RISKY – DIRTY

REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING AREA

1. EMPTY THE APPLIANCE, REMOVE IT
2. REMOVE THE APPLIANCE, DAMAGE DURING TRANSPORTATION IS POSSIBLE
3. USE OF THE APPLIANCE IS NOT POSSIBLE
4. PACK UP THE APPLIANCE AND SEND IT TO A SERVICE REPAIR SHOP
5. REPAIRATION OF THE APPLIANCE IN THE SERVICE REPAIR SHOP
6. PACK UP THE APPLIANCE AND RETURN IT TO THE CUSTOMER
7. CARRY THE APPLIANCE UPSTAIRS AGAIN, POSSIBLE DAMAGE DURING TRANSPORTATION
8. REINTEGRATION OF THE APPLIANCE
9. COST-INTENSIVE, LABOR-INTENSIVE AND NOT CUSTOMER-FRIENDLY

WHITE GOODS AREA
WITH LOKRING®
SIMPLE – QUICK – CLEAN

REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING AREA

WHITE GOODS AREA

MOVE THE APPLIANCE

APPLIANCE REPAIRED ON SITE.
AVERAGE REPAIR TIME - 20 MINUTES.

REINTEGRATION OF THE REFRIGERATOR

LOKRING: ADVANTAGES YOU CAN NOT IGNORE.
For a current list of Authorised Distributors for other locations, please refer to our website www.vulkan.com.